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The Mindful Geek details how to derive the advantages of mindfulness meditation without
having to join a religion or beverage metaphysical Kool-Aid. An excellent book for newbies
who are atheists, agnostics, and skeptics of most stripes who want help with anxiety,
depressive disorder, and to take it easy more. In the book, Michael Taft offers you step-by-
step instructions in the powerful and reliable techniques of mindfulness meditation, and
outlines the mental and neuroscientific research underpinning these practices.
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The best book I've ever read on mindful meditation This book was very useful. I then booked
in to the MET program that Michael works and got a training session which was very helpful in
an exceedingly trying situation. (Sorry various other books on my reading list, you'll have to
wait... Read this book and as long as you put in your time and effort and consistently meditate
you then will see positive results. It is very clear and provides the information needed to
meditate.. I am today able to sit down calmly everyday, meditate and have seen a reduction in
my anxiety. Clear explanations, helpful instructions. Thank you, Michael Taft, for assisting me
make the unconscious mindful. The Technology referenced in the Mindful Geek was
extremely intriguing and I am now going through the finish notes to explore the Technology in
more detail. It feeds my hardcore mindfulness hunger. Best information about meditation
around! I have read several books about meditation, taken a program and paid attention to
various peoples insights. I learned a lot scanning this book about meditation and on the
subject of people.. The Mindful Geek was an excellent read with easy to follow step-by-step
guides . Looking forward to obtaining my copy back again from my brother and reading it
once again :) Among the best resources out there I have already been teaching mindfulness
for 40 years and am pretty critical of the books and recordings out there. Best of all, it creates
no wild claims. Great browse for mindful meditation newbies! Not only is this book helpful in
understanding mindful meditation, it can be used as a reference guide longer after you've
finished reading it. The geek references are awesome. Getting mindfully present is a good
way to exist! The geek references are cool. Meditation for newbies. I appreciate the author
allowing us download the sound apply for the guided meditations and certainly has a sense of
humor. Bookmark the meditation methods as you go and practice them later on. Superb
secular introduction to mindfulness concepts and meditation. Taft has tons of expertise built
about decades of knowledge. The book changed the way I see a lot of things and I've been
happy to lend it to people I'm close to so that they can have an opportunity to learn what I've
from it. I explains some the scientific reasons for meditation and provides a reasonable idea of
what to expect. Full of practical advice for implementing and sustaining a successful
meditation practice. I have recommended it to many. Five Stars Obviously written, clever,
humorous. I am a constant over-thinker and my brain races causing a lot more anxiety..should
anyone ever wanted to know how and why to meditate, examine this book! As somebody who
was practicing different kinds of meditation for some time, the reserve gave me a good
foundation which to ground my experience. A simple guide to being human The book
perfectly states what mindfulness meditation is and what it is not, what exactly are the science
based benefits of practicing and some common pitfalls for practitioners.) and how to get in
touch with them and explore them properly and efficiently. A far more interesting angle, that
your books takes, is providing a basic guide of how the different parts of the human being
function(emotions, body sensations, brain etc. The book is also touching on some very
valuable ideas like Acceptance, Understanding how to Listen, Focus and Flow-claims, which if
practiced, can significantly improve the subjective connection with being alive. Reading
everything felt like obtaining a essential basic manual with a conclusion of all the switches and
leavers that you can push, draw, activate or deactivate to get to know yourself better and
improve your life. It's also worth mentioning that the publication has a large amount of geeky
metaphors and references to geek pop culture, so if you're into such things, it's a lot more fun
to read it. Wonderful and accessible read Michael's composing and meditation guidance
comes from his vast experience. This book is a must read for a depth of understanding and
practice in mindfulness grounded in science and direct experience. Generally, these have not



really been much help. I thought the information approximately emotions and how they
impact people was particularly useful.) That's how useful this reserve is. Check it out:
"Deconstructing Yourself". Many thanks Micheal for composing this wonderful book. Be sure to
check out Taft’s podcast too - “Deconstructing Yourself. This reserve is quite different. This
Practice Works! The theory behind it really is sound. I used this to get background information
my self about how to be more emotionally intelligent. It had been fun to learn with easy
guidelines on basic meditation practices. Super useful--getting prepared for another reading
Yes, I'm on the point of read this book once again! I was informed meditation supports anxiety
problems and this book indeed delivered. An excellent intro for geeks into midfulness I like
this ebook, but Taft's podcast is even better! The Mindful Geek was a wonderful read with
easy to check out step-by-step guides to the various meditations. I could easily follow the
instructions for meditating and I observed the benefits immediately. Practical - easy read.
Fantastic read - clear and concise. That one is exceptionally good..”
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